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Our Da Vinci stone collection features an array of designs taking inspiration from the rich textures of 
natural stone, weathered steel, woven fabric and more.

Each tile features a light surface finish giving a smooth look and feel, highlighted with the wide 
distinctive bevelled edge. The deep bevels capture the light and allow each tile to stand out within 
the overall floor, or pair with a complementary design strip to further enhance the tile size.

From the sandy beige hues of Sienna Limestone to the deep mottling of Eisen, and everything in 
between, there is something to pair with modern and classic interiors alike.

Rich textures

Featured product: Sable CER16 with Davyne border
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Alabaster CC04

Bluff CER18

Sienna Limestone LST02

Piazza Limestone LST03

Bluff CER18 with DS15 3mm and 5mm design strips and DS23 5mm design strip

Sienna Limestone LST02

Sable CER16 with Davyne border

Dune CER15

Dune CER15 with Davyne border

Design strips
Add design strips between indi-
vidual tiles to create a natural 

grout effect, or use a combina-
tion of strips to create a tramline 

border to frame your room.

Sable CER16
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Molten CER11 Iron Ore CER12

     OurInspiration
Our product designers 

were inspired by the natural 

weathering process of steel, and 

the colours and patterns created 

by the ongoing oxidisation 

process. The smooth, shiny 

surface of the original steel 

endured wind and rain which 

transformed it into a beautiful 

marked and weathered structure.

This effect was then brought into 

four related colourways, each 

creating a slightly different and 

unique look, demonstrating 

natures effects on man-made 

material. Molten represents 

the striking rust tones of the 

original oxidised product, while 

Iron Ore and Eisen take this 

effect into more muted tones. 

Carbon is the most subtle of the 

four and the dark colour brings 

out further attributes of the 

original weathering that are less 

noticeable in the brighter colours.

Santi Limestone LST05

Spirito Limestone LST04

Burnet CER19

Molten CER11

Spirito Limestone LST04 with DS10 3mm design strip

Burnet CER19 with DS12 design strip and Kousa Framed borderEisen CER13
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Cambric CER20

Drift CER17

Sindon  CER21

Cambric CER20 with Kousa border

Drift CER17 with DS12 3mm design strip Carbon CER14 with Accent border

Graphite CC06 Noir CK25Carbon CER14

Design tip
The deep bevels of the Da Vinci range 

catch the light and allow you to create 

a beautiful floor with impact without 

using design strips between tiles. 
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Our Da Vinci wood collection features classic, timeless designs taking inspiration from a variety of 

wood species, ensuring there is something to pair with every style.

Each slender plank features a light surface finish giving a smooth, elegant look to the designs 

highlighted with the wide distinctive bevelled edge. These deep bevels capture the light and allow 

each plank to stand out within the overall floor.

From the warm, pale tone of American Oak with its subtle grain detail, to the contrasting planks of 

Scorched Oak, and everything in between, there is something to match every interior décor.

Traditional & elegant

Featured product: Beach Driftwood RP101
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Single Smoked Acacia RP104

Lorenzo Warm Oak RP91

American Oak RP11

Natural Oak RP102 

Fresco Light Oak RP90

Harvest Oak RP103

Natural Oak RP102 with DS05 10mm design strip

American Oak RP11 Kenyan Tigerwood RP73

Lorenzo Warm Oak RP91

Single Smoked Acacia RP104

Design tip
Create impact across a room using the narrow 

planks of our Da Vinci range to create a timeless 

herringbone design, ideal for contemporary and 

classic interiors alike.
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Blended Oak RP95 Double Smoked Acacia RP105

Blended Oak RP95

Australian Walnut RP41

Beach Driftwood RP101 Double Smoked Acacia RP105 Scorched Oak RP94

Arno Smoked Oak RP92

Australian Walnut RP41 with DS01 5mm design strip
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 = available in gluedown   |    = available in rigid core   |    = available in loose lay

Limed Jute Oak RP97

Limed Linen Oak RP98

Limed Jute Oak RP97

Limed Linen Oak RP98

Coastal Driftwood RP100

Limed Silk Oak RP96

Limed Cotton Oak RP99Limed Cotton Oak RP99

Coastal Driftwood RP100


